
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATIVE DENTISTRY 
AND ENDODONTICS 

LIST OF RECENT PROGRAMMES CONDUCTED  

1. AESTHETIC WEEK 
In the month of November, an aesthetic week was planned. The 
same was executed from 20-11-2017 to 25-11-2017. This 
treatment programme was conducted to enlighten and bring in 
an increased awareness regarding various aesthetic restorative 
treatment options in and around Malappuram, 
Kottakal and Chattiparamba.  
The treatment was carried out at reduced rates for the week. 
The programme was a success, benefitting a total of 61 patients, 
where a total of 98 teeth were treated, 2 bleaching cases and a 
case of tooth jewellery was done. Various enquiries had come 
up from patient’s side regarding treatment facilities available. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 



2.Webinar on “SMILE DESIGN” 

It was a pleasure to conduct the college’s first live webinar on Smile Designing 
on the 4th of march 2022. We had a total of 60 delegates attending the 
programme of which 26 registered interns were present. 

The speaker Dr pradeep Shetty MDS, Phd spoke on the importance of various 
clinical aspects of anterior esthetic restorations, smile designing taking into 
consideration inter disciplinary aspects. 

The programme was quite informative, was a huge success, and appreciated by 
one and all.  

 

 



 

 

 

 



Welcome Address By Dr. Hari Karan HoD 

 
 

 

Live Streaming of the event 
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3. Awareness class on Mercury Waste Storage, and Disposal, held 
on 7/10/2022 

 

Summary of Events: 

A talk on Mercury Waste Management and Disposal was organized by the 
Department of Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics, Educare Dental College, 
and it was held on October 7th 2022, in  the Auditorium. 

Dr Sonu Ravindran, Reader at Malabar Dental College, Manoor, Edappal was the 
guest lecturer for the event 

After the lecture by Dr. Sonu, Dr Hari Karan, HOD, Department of Conservative 
Dentistry and Endodontics, spoke on the topic Mercury Waste Management in 
brief to summarize the key points, and take home message of the lecture. 

The program started by 9:00 am in the morning. Intern, Dr Treesa was the MC 
for the event, and she gave a brief outline of the events for the day, followed  by 
a prayer song by Dr Jeesa (intern).  

Dr Hari Karan, HoD Department of Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics 
delivered the welcome speech, and welcomed the speaker for the day; Dr Ajay 
Haridas and all the students gathered for the lecture. 

Dr Tarun gave a brief introduction of the speaker, Dr Sonu, to the audience, 
which was followed by the lecture on “Mercury Waste Disposal and 
Management” by Dr Sonu. 

This was followed by the vote of thanks by Dr Ayisha, after which Dr Sam Paul 
handed over the token of appreciation as a memento, and a Certificate, which 
concluded the event for the day. The program was a great success 
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Prayer song by Jeesa: 



 

 

Welcome address by Dr Harikaran HOD 



 

Dr Tarun giving a brief introduction of the speaker, Dr Sonu, to the audience, 



 

Dr Sonu interacting with students on mercury waste management 



 

Dr Harikaran , Hod interacting with delegates on mercury awareness 

 

 



 

Vote of thanks by Dr Aysha, 

 



 

Certificate and momento hand overed to guest speaker by Dr Sam Paul. HoD 
Department of orthodontics 



 

Group photo of organizing committee members with chief guest Dr Sonu 

 

 



 
 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.THE ART OF ESTHETIC RESTORATION WITH COMPOSITES 
HELD ON 20 DECEMBER 2022 AT EDUCARE AUDITORIUM 

CDE PROGRAM ON THE ART OF ESTHETIC RESTORATION WITH COMPOSITES 

SUMMARY OF EVENTS 

The Department of Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics, Educare Dental 
College, conducted a CDE program on the topic “The art of esthetic restoration 
with composites”, on 20th December 2022, in collaboration with Dentsply 
Sirona. Dr Deepak Mehta, MDS, Phd was the guest lecturer for the day. The 
program schedule was as follows: 

By 8.30 AM  Spot Registration for the program was closed. 

By 9AM, the program was inaugurated by Our Principal, Dr Indushekar, who 
welcomed the guest speaker, Dr Deepak Mehta who also happened to be his 
own student. Dr Binu then introduced the speaker to the audience gathered. 
The Program was initiated by around 9.30AM, and Dr Deepak Mehta took an 
exhaustive class on Composites and Aesthetic Dentistry, which ranged from 
topics such as shade selection of composites, in which hue, value, and chroma 
have a huge role to play, and the duration of time taken to select a shade for a 
particular tooth in question to the various techniques involved in making the 
best use of this material, to maintain the beautiful aesthetics of the teeth. Dr 
Deepak held the audience in raptures with his class, until tea break, which was 
at 11.45am, and the audience was raring to get back to their seats, and continue 
with the session. Lunch break came in too soon at 1.30PM, and the audience 
was once again seen leaving the auditorium rather reluctantly to have lunch. 

Post lunch, the audience was enthralled by a live demo session on anterior 
composite restoration, which included the addition of the finer anatomic details 
on the tooth, which included the incisal translucency of enamel. This was 
followed by a brief class on posterior composite restorations and case 
discussion, after which there was a brief question and answer session, which 
was won by our intern, Dr Sahil. The program concluded by 5pm, after which the 
audience informed us that they would love to have a second session with Dr 
Deepak Mehta on Posterior composites and indirect composite restorations as 
well. The vote of thanks was delivered by Dr Harikaran, HOD, Department of 
Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics, followed by a personal Thank you 
speech by our Principal, Dr Indushekar, who presented the memento to Dr 
Deepak Mehta as a token of our appreciation. Dr Hari handed over the 
certificate to Mr. Mujaddid, of Dentsply, as a token of our appreciation for his 
efforts. 



The program concluded with an interaction with the guest speaker, Dr. Deepak 
Mehta, followed by a photograph session. From the feedback received by all the 
members who attended the program, it was concluded that the event was a 
grand success. 

 

 



 

 
Hands-on Demo  
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Organizing Team with Speaker 



 

 

Handing over of gift and certificate to Speaker 


